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ABSTRACT

Using a high-pressure, two-dimensional hybrid rocket motor, an experimental investigation was conducted on fundamental processes involved in hybrid rocket combustion. HTPB (Hydroxyl-terminated Polybutadiene) fuel cross-linked with diisocyanate was burned with GOX under various operating conditions. Large-amplitude pressure oscillations were encountered in earlier test runs. After identifying the source of instability and decoupling the GOX feed-line system and combustion chamber, the pressure oscillations were drastically reduced from ±20% of the localized mean pressure to an acceptable range of ±1.5%. Embedded fine-wire thermocouples indicated that the surface temperature of the burning fuel was around 1000 K depending upon axial locations and operating conditions. Also, except near the leading-edge region, the subsurface thermal wave profiles in the upstream locations are thicker than those in the downstream locations since the solid-fuel regression rate, in general, increases with distance along the fuel slab. The recovered solid fuel slabs in the laminar portion of the boundary layer exhibited smooth surfaces, indicating the existence of a liquid melt layer on the burning fuel surface in the upstream region. After the transition section, which displayed distinct transverse striations, the surface roughness pattern became quite random and very pronounced in the downstream turbulent boundary-layer region. Both real-time X-ray radiography and ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques were used to determine the instantaneous web thickness burned and instantaneous solid-fuel regression rates over certain portions of the fuel slabs. Globally averaged and axially dependent but time-averaged regression rates were also obtained and presented.

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid rocket systems offer several advantages over their liquid and solid rocket counterparts that make them attractive alternatives for commercial and military applications. First, hybrid rockets require only half as much feed-system hardware as liquid propellant rockets, and therefore display improved reliability. Second, since they are much less sensitive to cracks and imperfections in solid fuel grains, hybrid rockets have safety advantages over solid propellant rockets. Third, hybrid rockets can be throttled for thrust control, maneuvering, and motor shutdown and restart. In addition, solid fuels are safer than solid propellants for manufacture, transportation, and storage. From a performance standpoint, hybrid rockets, in general, have specific impulse greater than solid rockets and density impulse greater than liquid bi-propellant rockets.

The key parameter in the study of hybrid rocket propulsion is the solid fuel regression rate and its dependence on various operating conditions. Many different regression rate models have been developed in order to explain the dependence of regression rate on operating conditions and flow parameters. In the early 1960's, Marxman and Gilbert developed a regression rate model under the assumption that hybrid combustion is controlled by heat transfer from the flame zone to the solid fuel surface. Applying a two-zone boundary-layer model and utilizing a flame sheet to bridge the two zones, they found that the diffusion flame should be situated between 10-20% of the boundary-layer thickness above the fuel surface. Their regression rate equation was able to predict the axial dependence of a Plexiglas/GOX system when compared to experimental data which showed a minimum regression rate at a certain axial position in a circular port combustor. This minimum was attributed to the axial variations of total mass flux and Reynolds number based upon axial
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length. The review article by Muzzy\textsuperscript{3} also presents a heat-transfer dominated regression behavior. Smoot and Price\textsuperscript{4} studied the behavior of several polymer fuels in a laboratory-scale slab burner using combined fluorine and oxygen as an oxidizer. At low mass fluxes (G \sim 10 Kg/m\textsuperscript{2}-s), the regression rates were found to be independent of pressure but dependent on G to the 0.8 power. The 0.8 power dependency was explained by turbulent flow relationships in circular ducts. At high mass fluxes (G \sim 120 Kg/m\textsuperscript{2}-s) and/or low pressures, the regression rates were found to be nearly independent of mass flux but strongly dependent on pressure. They attributed this pressure dependence to the rate-limiting chemical kinetic processes. Experimental data indicates that the regression rate may exhibit a dependence on pressure at either very high or very low mass fluxes. In the very low mass–flux regime, radiative heat transfer may account for the pressure dependence; however, at the very high mass–flux regime, reaction kinetics may become the rate-limiting mechanism. Some researchers\textsuperscript{5} believed that the gas-phase reactions represent the rate-limiting step, while others\textsuperscript{6} attributed the rate-limiting step to heterogeneous reactions at the fuel surface.

The presence of so many different types of models and correlations gives strong justification for obtaining more detailed experimental data for model validation. A more fundamental understanding of the complex processes involved in hybrid combustion is definitely needed in order to resolve the differences among various approaches and to develop a comprehensive theory. Furthermore, development of more reliable and accurate regression–rate correlations with applicability to broad ranges of operating conditions is needed for assisting the design of large–scale hybrid motors. Despite numerous investigations, very limited information exists concerning several pertinent phenomena, such as detailed reaction mechanisms between the gaseous oxidizers and decomposed fuel species, effect of ambient chemical species on solid–fuel pyrolysis processes, burning solid–fuel surface characteristics as functions of flow conditions, dependency of subsurface thermal wave profile on thermal properties of solid fuels, and influence of chamber operating conditions on instantaneous solid–fuel regression rates.

In an attempt to achieve fundamental understanding of some of these important issues, an experimental study on the fuel decomposition and boundary–layer combustion processes in hybrid rocket motors has been conducted at PSU. A high–pressure slab motor was designed and manufactured for conducting experimental investigations. Oxidizer (GOX) is injected through the head–end of the test chamber. In this paper, all reported data originates from experiments conducted using Hydroxyl–terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) fuel consisting of R–45M supplied by Elf Atochem North America, and a cross–linking agent, Isonate 143L, supplied by Dow Chemical. Fuel slabs were processed at PSU with fine–wire thermocouples embedded at various locations before curing. The study focuses on the following objectives: observation of solid fuel regression processes when burning with GOX, measurement of instantaneous and average solid fuel regression rate under different operating conditions, determination of the solid–fuel surface temperatures and subsurface temperature profiles, and characterization of surface structure of the recovered solid fuel samples. The problem of severe pressure oscillations in the motor was encountered early in the study and is also addressed in this article.

**EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY**

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the overall hybrid test rig, including a 2–D slab motor, a GOX supply system, and an ignition system. A computer code was developed to assist the design of the test motor. The code utilized a time–dependent continuity equation coupled with a chemical equilibrium code (CET–86) to determine fuel regression rate, oxidizer–to–fuel mass ratio, chamber pressure, and gas temperature. In order to meet the proper range of test conditions, parametric studies were conducted to determine the effect of oxidizer flow rate, nozzle diameter, test time, and fuel composition on motor operating characteristics. Based upon the results of the parametric study, a windowed 2–D hybrid motor was designed. The main body of the motor was constructed of stainless steel and weighed approximately 315.5kg (700 lbs). The motor has an overall length of 1,067 mm, width of 178 mm, and height of 254 mm. The motor can be operated with either two opposing fuel slabs or one fuel slab with an opposing inert slab. The fuel slabs are 584 mm (23 in) long and 76 mm (3 in) wide. HTPB slabs processed at PSU can have a maximum usable web thickness of 20.5 mm (0.81 in), allowing an initial gap of 6.4 mm (0.25 in) between the slabs. For all tests conducted in this study, an initial gap of 12.7 mm (0.5 in) was used. The operating chamber pressure of the motor was partially controlled using interchangeable graphite exit nozzles.

The gaseous oxygen supply system consisted of a main feed line and a nitrogen purge line. Remotely operated ball valves were used to initiate and terminate the flow of oxygen, while a critical flow venturi was used to maintain a steady mass flow of GOX through the main line. The GOX flow rate was determined
using the measured data from an upstream thermocouple and two pressure transducers located on either side of the venturi. For a given test, the flow rate was preset by adjusting the throat area of the venturi and the regulator setting of GOX supply line. Filters in the GOX and nitrogen supply lines were employed to prevent any contamination of the system.

The ignition system consisted of a pair of high-pressure gaseous oxygen/methane pre-mixed torches and a pair of solid-propellant sticks to produce pilot flames in the upstream region of the solid fuel slabs. Flashback arrestors were used to prevent the occurrence of flame flashback in the pre-mixed sections of the igniter lines. The solid-propellant sticks were ignited electrically using nichrome wires connected to an AC transformer. Remotely operated solenoid valves were used to control the flow of oxygen and methane. Check valves and vents were installed in order to prevent the contamination of the gas bottles and any over pressurization of the system. Gaseous nitrogen was used to purge the ignition system after each test. After the initial system check-out tests, it was determined that successful ignition could be achieved using only the pilot flames generated by the solid-propellant sticks without activating the CH₄/O₂ torches. Thereafter, the ignition gas–supply lines were used primarily as an auxiliary nitrogen purge system, which was activated at the end of each test.

The motor (part of which is shown in Figure 2) has two sets of opposing windows. Each window is 280 mm (11 in) long by 44.5 mm (1.75 in) wide for real time X-ray radiography of the solid fuel regression phenomena. The motor was instrumented with a variety of diagnostic devices for determination of chamber pressure variations, subsurface thermal profile at various axial locations, burning fuel surface temperature distribution, and instantaneous web thickness of solid fuel slabs. Figure 2 shows the approximate locations of four of the seven thermocouples (TC), the pressure transducers (P) and the ultrasonic transducer (UST) in the instrumented motor. Other diagnostic tools, not included in this paper, can be utilized for measurement of gas velocity, flame temperature, and species concentrations at desired axial locations along the motor.

Static motor pressures were measured using 205 and 206 Setra pressure transducers, while several high-frequency Kistler 601B1 transducers measured dynamic motor pressures. An array of 25 mm fine-wire thermocouples (Pt/Pt–10%Rh) was embedded in the top fuel slab in order to measure solid–fuel subsurface temperature profiles and surface temperatures. The thermocouples were placed at pre–determined depths at several axial locations along the centerline of the fuel slab. The globally averaged solid–fuel regression rate was determined by weighing the fuel slabs before and after each test. In addition, the time–averaged, axially–dependent regression rate was deduced by measuring the pre– and post–firing fuel slab web thickness with a caliper at many axial stations.

The instantaneous solid fuel regression rate was obtained using two independent techniques: ultrasonic pulse–echo analysis and real–time X–ray radiography. Figure 3 is a block diagram showing major components of the ultrasonic pulse–echo system. A 1 MHz–3/4" Panametrics Videoscan ultrasonic transducer (V114–RM) was placed behind the fuel slab within a fuel sample holder. The axial position of the transducer was selected from one of four locations. The transducer emits and receives ultrasound signals, and was connected directly to the Electronic Device for Ultrasonic Measurement (EDUM). An oscilloscope was connected to the EDUM to provide a real–time visual record of the ultrasonic transducer signal, which was recorded on a video camera during each test run. At the same time, the ultrasonic signal was recorded by the data acquisition unit (Nicolet Multipro Transient Analyzer). Through a pre–test calibration procedure, the ultrasonic voltage signal was converted to the propagation time of the ultrasound pulse. The propagation time represents the time required for the pulse to travel from the transducer, through the fuel slab to the burning solid–fuel surface, and back to the transducer. As the fuel regressed, the propagation time of the ultrasound pulse decreased continuously due to the reduction of fuel web thickness. References 7 and 8 present in detail the operating principles of the ultrasonic pulse–echo method.

Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the real–time X–ray radiography system. During the test, an X–ray tube head emitted high–energy photons which passed through the LEXAN/MXB–360 window assemblies of the motor and then impinged on an image intensifier. Inside the motor, a portion of the X–ray photon energy was absorbed by the solid fuel when X–ray photons passed through the fuel slab region; however, the photons which passed through the port area experience little absorption. Because of this difference in the attenuation of the X–ray photons, the X–ray images displayed contrasting bright and dark regions, which showed the port area and fuel slabs, respectively. The instantaneous fuel web thickness was then deduced from these images. The principles of X–ray diagnostics of condensed phase combustion processes are given in Ref. 9.

**DISCUSSION OF RESULTS**

Table 1 summarizes the test conditions of seven
minimum motor pressure before shut down by quasi-steady motor pressure (achieved at ignition) to the test firings. The combustor port area was about 9.68 cm² (1.5 in²) for the initial combustor port area. The initial mass flux was specified in Table 1. The third column of Table 1 gives the initial GOX mass flux found by dividing the known GOX mass flow by the initial combustor port area. The initial combustor port area was about 9.68 cm² (1.5 in²) for all these tests.

**Suppression of Combustion Instability**

Figure 5 shows a pressure–time trace of the hybrid motor during Test No. 02. The initial jump in pressure at about 0.2 seconds was caused by the start of GOX flowing through the supply line and into the hybrid motor. At a time of approximately 1.5 sec., the onset of ignition was achieved and flame began to spread over the solid fuel. Within about 0.5 seconds the chamber filling process was finished. At about 2.0 seconds after the start of the test, the motor reached a quasi–steady state operating condition of about 2.07 MPa (300 psia). During this period significant pressure oscillations, on the order to ±20% of the mean pressure, occurred. At about 4.3 sec., the GOX flow was shut off and the nitrogen purge was activated. The total time of combustion for this run was about 2.5 seconds. Figure 6 shows the frequency spectrum of the pressure oscillations. The combustion instability was observed in longitudinal modes. The fundamental (first) mode of oscillation occurred at a frequency of about 53 Hz, with a second mode at 106 Hz.

Similar to Test No. 02, significant pressure oscillations were observed in Test No. 01, 03, and 04. The major source of combustion instability was not fully determined at the end of these tests; however, it was speculated that the acoustic coupling between the GOX feed–line and combustion chamber could be responsible for the observed phenomena. Considering the distance between the choking venturi throat and the injector face of the combustion chamber, the calculated acoustic frequency in this equivalent 1/4–wave tube was around 50 Hz—very close to the fundamental mode frequency of 53 Hz. This close agreement seemed to indicate that the source of instability was associated with acoustic characteristics of the GOX supply line. Therefore, the following major modifications to the GOX supply line were made in order to eliminate the undesirable combustion instability phenomena:

1. A section of steel tubing in the GOX supply line between the venturi and the motor inlet was replaced. The new section was shaped in the form of a loop with a diameter of 40.6 cm (16 in). The effective length of the GOX supply line was increased to verify the dependence of the oscillation frequencies on GOX supply line tube length. It was seen in Test No. 05 that the frequencies of the first and second longitudinal modes of oscillation were reduced to 40 and 86 Hz by the increase of GOX supply line length. The amplitude of oscillations for this run was also reduced to less than ±10%. This finding verified that the pressure oscillations in the motor were closely linked to the GOX supply line.

2. To further decouple the pressure wave transmissions between the motor and GOX supply line, and to damp out major pressure oscillations, a 6.35 cm (2.5") long orifice with inner diameter of 0.94 cm was added to the GOX supply line just upstream of the motor inlet. Since the GOX supply line had an inner diameter of 1.57 cm, the long orifice provided an area blockage ratio of about 65%.

Results from Test No. 06 and 07 showed that these two modifications successfully eliminated the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Pressure, MPa (psia)</th>
<th>GGOX, Kg/m²s (lbm/in²s)</th>
<th>Test duration, s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>8.55–2.31 (1240–335)</td>
<td>337.8 (0.480)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>2.07–2.05 (300–298)</td>
<td>68.3 (0.097)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>3.45–2.48 (500–360)</td>
<td>125.3 (0.178)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>8.96–1.79 (1300–260)</td>
<td>166.8 (0.237)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>5.31–2.82 (770–410)</td>
<td>158.3 (0.225)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>3.89–1.34 (565–195)</td>
<td>148.5 (0.211)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>3.65–1.72 (530–250)</td>
<td>104.2 (0.148)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Corresponding to the higher energy feedback, the surface regression rate toward the rear end of the fuel slab was higher than that of the front section.

Similarly, Figs. 10a and 10b compare two fine-wire thermocouple traces recorded at upstream (x = 6.4 cm) and downstream (x = 52. cm) locations of the top fuel slab from Test No. 07. Again, the temperature profile recorded by the upstream thermocouple (definitely located in a laminar boundary layer covered station) shows a much thicker thermal wave than that of the downstream thermocouple. The surface temperature in the upstream location, about 950 K, is lower than that of the downstream location, around 1000 K. In correspondence, the fuel slab at the upstream location has a lower regression rate than that of the downstream. Using the instantaneous regression rates at these two locations, the thermocouple traces can be converted to thermal profiles (not shown here). The thermal wave thickness at the upstream location is around 560 mm (or 120 mm), if the definition of the thickness is based upon 1% (or 36.8%) increase in temperature.

The recovered fuel surfaces also exhibit the transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer with very distinct roughness patterns shown in Figs. 11a through 11c. In the upstream region, the solid fuel has a very smooth surface due to melt layer coverage. In the transition region surface striations (ripples) running in the transverse direction are clearly visible. In the downstream turbulent region, the surface roughness is greater in magnitude with a highly random pattern. Due to the high rates of heat feedback, the melt layer may or may not exist in the turbulent boundary–layer region. The solid fuel could readily pyrolyze into gas–phase products without going through a liquefaction process.

### Solid Fuel Regression Rate Measurements

Figure 12 shows the deduced time–averaged axial variation of regression rates obtained from Test No. 05, 06, and 07. These results were obtained by measuring the fuel web thickness at many axial locations before and after these tests. Except near the front edge of the fuel slab, the time–averaged regression rate increases along the fuel slab in the axial direction. This result is consistent with the fact that the total mass flux increases with distance along the slab. Following the increase in mass flux, the rate of heat feedback to the burning solid–fuel surface increases in the axial direction, resulting in higher regression rate. The front edge of the fuel slab has a relatively high regression rate because the flame zone in the boundary layer is close to the fuel surface in the very upstream region, where the boundary layer is quite thin. The high regression rate at the trailing edge is believed to be caused by the
recirculating flow before the entrance of the aft mixing chamber. It is interesting to note that Test No. 05 shows a jump in regression rate at the 230 mm (9 in) location. This jump is believed to be caused by a rapid increase in heat flux to the fuel surface due to the onset of the turbulent boundary layer.

The average regression rate found by measuring the average web thickness burned over the test time for Test No. 05 was about 1.4 mm/s, while a value of about 1.46 mm/s was obtained by weighing the fuel slab before and after each test. Test No. 06 had corresponding regression rates of 0.92 mm/s and 0.9 mm/s, while Test No. 07 displayed values of 0.76 mm/s and 0.71 mm/s. The values given by these two methods agree within an acceptable range and serve as global verification of the total mass loss by burning.

Figure 13 shows the deduced instantaneous regression rate and measured instantaneous burned web thickness obtained from the ultrasonic pulse-echo method for Test No. 07. The ultrasonic transducer was located 254 mm (10 in.) downstream from the front edge of the fuel slab. The regression rate was relatively high in the beginning of the test, but decreased continuously with time after attaining its peak value. The time variation of the instantaneous regression rate at a particular axial location is quite consistent with the time variation of the mass flux, which is relatively high in the beginning of the test since the combustor port area is relatively small. The initial peak in the regression rate profile could be caused by ignition. However, the igniter strength used in this investigation was small. Thus, the amount of regression associated with ignition and flame spreading was believed to be insignificant. The instantaneous web thickness burned as recorded by the EDUM increased smoothly and monotonically during the test. The slope variation of the instantaneous web burned also indicates a faster regression rate in the beginning of the test. For this test, the ultrasonic pulse-echo method gives a total burned web thickness of about 5.8 mm at the transducer location, while direct measurements at the same location using a caliper gave a value of 6 mm. These values represent a difference of 3.4%.

The real-time X-ray radiography system was also utilized to determine the instantaneous burned web thickness. Figure 14 compares the X-ray and ultrasound results obtained from Test No. 07. The X-ray results correspond to a location 12.7 cm (5 in.) downstream from the front edge of the fuel slab. The ultrasonic transducer was located 25.4 mm (10 in.) downstream from the front edge of the fuel slab. Although these measurements were made at different locations, the distance between them is not too large. As shown in Fig. 14, these results agree fairly well. The instantaneous web thickness burned obtained from X-ray data shows the same trend as that of the corresponding ultrasonic data, but exhibited a slightly lower value. This difference is expected due to the upstream location of the X-ray data station. The total web thickness burned at this location was found to be 5.8 mm from the X-ray system, while measuring the fuel slab thickness before and after the test with a caliper gave a value of 5.6 mm. The difference in these measurements is 3.5%.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

A high-pressure, 2-D slab motor was designed and tested for conducting fundamental studies on hybrid combustion of solid fuels. The test motor was instrumented with various diagnostic devices. An oxidizer/fuel combination of GOX/HTPB was used in all tests. Major findings are listed below.

1) Severe combustion instability phenomena were encountered in early tests. The source of instability was identified as the acoustic coupling between the GOX feed line and the combustion chamber. The instability problem was eliminated by decoupling the two regions. The magnitude of chamber pressure oscillations was reduced to less than ±1.5%.

2) Temperature profiles obtained using embedded fine-wire thermocouples indicated that the solid fuel surface temperature is around 950–1000 K, depending on operating conditions. The thermal wave was found to be thicker in the upstream region than in the downstream due to increasing heat feedback in the axial direction.

3) The recovered fuel samples showed distinct surface structures at different axial regions. The surface covered by a laminar boundary layer is very smooth, indicating the existence of a liquid layer. The transition region showed transverse striations and the turbulent boundary-layer zone exhibited very rough surface structure with highly random patterns.

4) Except near the front edge of the sample, the regression rate was found to increase continuously in the axial direction, caused by the increased mass flux of the cross flow. Close agreement in measured instantaneous web thickness burned was obtained between the ultrasonic pulse-echo method and real-time X-ray radiography system. At a fixed axial location, the instantaneous regression rate of the solid fuel was found to reach a peak in the beginning of the test and then decrease continuously due to the decrease in mass flux...
associated with the increase in port area.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Hybrid Motor Test Facility.
Figure 2. Instrumentation of a Two Dimensional Windowed Hybrid Motor.

Figure 3. Block Diagram for Ultrasonic Pulse–Echo System.
Figure 4. Block Diagram for Real-time X-ray radiography System.

Figure 5. Motor pressure-time trace from Test No. 02.

Figure 6. Frequency spectrum analysis of pressure-time trace of Test No. 02.
Figure 7. Motor pressure-time trace from Test No. 06.

Figure 8. Temperature-time trace for Test No. 05.

Figure 9. Recorded temperature-time traces at two axial locations from Test No. 06.

Figure 10. Recorded temperature-time traces at two axial locations from Test No. 07.
Figure 11. Recovered fuel sample surface for Test No. 07.
Figure 12. Regression rate profiles for Test No. 05, 06, and 07.

Figure 13. Instantaneous regression rate and burned web thickness for Test No. 07.

Figure 14. Comparison of X-ray and ultrasound results of instantaneous web thickness burned for Test No. 07.